The simple group of order 504 is completely defined by the relations By the defining relations z is an operation of order 2; and since Now AJ~ is an opera~ion of order 3, and therefore 0 is an opera~ion of order 9. Moreover 0 and /~ generate the group, since (B 0) 5 --A. Hence, if it be shewn that the cyclical group generated by Q and the group of order 56 generated by ~ and :B are permu~ble with each other, the relations (1) must define a group of finite order. 
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But (3) and (4) are sufficient conditions k~ ensure that the cyclical group{@, generated by O, and the group {a, B}, generated by a and/~ or 13~ should be permutable with each other. Hence the group {A,B}, where A and /? satisfy the relations (1), is a group of finite order.
The simple group of order 504 is given by the totality of the linear substitutions
where uj t, y~ 6 are powers of a root of the irreducible congruence x 3+x+ 1~-0 (rood. 2). This group is generated by the substitutions a or z' ~-x z and b or g~---x~z+l;
and it is easy to verify thai a and b satisfy the relations (1). Hence {a,b} and {A,.B} are isomorphic; and since the order of {A,B} cannot exceed 504, the isomorphism is simple. Finally therefore the group {A, B}, where A and B satisfy the relations (I), is simply isomorphic with the simple group of order 504.
